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Abstract

Since the start of data taking in spring 2019 at the SuperKEKB collider (KEK, Japan) the Belle II Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD)
has been operating reliably and with high efficiency, while providing high quality data: high signal-to-noise ratio, greater than
99% hit efficiency, and precise spatial resolution. These attributes, combined with stability over time, result in good tracking
efficiency. Currently the occupancy, dominated by beam-background hits, is quite low (about 0.5 % in the innermost layer), causing
no problems to the SVD data reconstruction. In view of the operation at higher luminosity foreseen in the next years, specific
strategies aiming to preserve the tracking performance have been developed and tested on data. The time stability of the trigger
allows reducing sampling of the strip-amplifier waveform. The good hit-time resolution can be exploited to further improve the
robustness against the higher level of beam background. First effects of radiation damage on strip noise, sensor currents and
depletion voltage have been measured: they do not have any detrimental effect on the performance of the detector. Furthermore, no
damage to the SVD is observed after sudden and intense bursts of radiation due to beam losses.
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Introduction1

The Belle II experiment [1], installed at the e+e− Su-2

perKEKB [2] collider that operates mainly at the centre-of-3

mass energy of the Υ(4S ) resonance, aims at probing new4

Email address: zani@cppm.in2p3.fr (L. Zani)

physics beyond the Standard Model through precise measure-5

ments on large samples of B mesons, τ and charm decays.6

Moreover, the asymmetric energy of the 7 GeV e− beam and7

4 GeV e+ beam is exploited for time-dependent CP-violation8

measurements. SuperKEKB achieved the world’s highest in-9

stantaneous luminosity of 3.8×1034 cm−2s−1 in December 202110

and will reach a final peak luminosity of about 6×1035 cm−2s−1.11
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Belle II already collected more than 267 fb−1 and its fi-12

nal target is to accumulate up to 50 ab−1, a 50 times larger13

data set than that integrated by Belle. As major upgrade of14

its predecessor, Belle II needs to provide similar or better per-15

formance in a harsher beam background environment. More-16

over, it must achieve better vertex resolution to compensate for17

the reduced boost βγ from 0.45 to 0.28, and so ensure simi-18

lar or better time resolution. Besides high statistics, precision19

measurements require precise determination of the decay ver-20

tices, excellent tracking reconstruction and energy loss mea-21

surement, as well as optimal particle identification, including22

for low-momentum particles.23

The Vertex Detector (VXD), as the innermost tracking de-24

vice needs to cope with a hit rates of 20 (3) MHz/cm2 at a ra-25

dius of 14 (40) mm and requires a radiation hardness of 2 (0.2)26

Mrad/year. It comprises two inner layers of DEPFET pixel sen-27

sors (layer 1 and 2) that compose the Pixel Detector (PXD), and28

four layers (layers 3 to 6) of double-sided silicon strip detectors29

(DSSDs) forming the Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD) [3]. The30

remainder of this paper describes the SVD (Sec. 1), operational31

experience and performance (Sec. 2), and the effects of beam-32

background and radiation (Sec. 3).33

1. The Belle II Silicon Vertex Detector34

The SVD detector consists of 172 DSSD sensors arranged35

in four layers (3, 4, 5, and 6), which from lower to highest36

radius are composed of seven, ten, twelve, and sixteen ladders37

with two, three, four, and five sensors, respectively. Its material38

budget average per layer is 0.7% of the radiation length X0.39

Diamond sensors are installed on the beam pipe for radiation40

monitoring and to trigger fast beam aborts [4]. A longitudinal41

schematic view of the SVD is shown in Figure 1.42

Each sensor is based on an N-type bulk between 300-32043

µm thick, equipped with implanted P- and N-doped sensitive44

strips on opposite sides. The metal strips for the readout are AC45

coupled on top of the implanted strips, separated by a dielec-46

tric SiO2 layer, and alternated with strips which are not readout47

(floating strips). Along the sensors, strips are arranged in per-48

pendicular directions on opposite sides in order to provide 2D49

spatial information: the u/P side strips, orthogonal to the beam50

axis, measure the rϕ-direction and the v/N side provides infor-51

mation on the z-coordinate along the beam line.

  

Figure 1: Schematic view of the Belle II Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD).

Small Large Trap.
No. u/P readout strips 768 768 768
No. v/N readout strips 768 512 512
Readout pitch u/P strips
( µm)

50 75 50-75

Readout pitch v/N strips
( µm)

160 240 240

Sensor thickness ( µm) 320 320 300
Active Length (mm) 122.90 122.90 122.76
Active Width (mm) 38.55 57.72 57.59-38.42

Table 1: Geometrical details of the SVD DSSD sensors. All sensors have one
intermediate floating strip between two readout strips.

52

Small rectangular sensors are used for layer 3, while layers53

4, 5, and 6 are equipped with large rectangular sensors pro-54

duced by Hamamatsu Photonics and slanted trapezoidal ones55

in the forward region produced by Micron Semiconductor. The56

geometrical details of the different sensors are shown in Ta-57

ble 1. In total, the SVD covers an active area of 1.2 m2 and has58

224 thousands readout strips. The front-end electronic consists59

of APV25 [5] chips that provide an analog readout of the col-60

lected signal. Each chip comprises 128 channels and consumes61

0.4 W, with a fast shaping time of 50 ns and a high radiation62

tolerance up to 100 Mrad of integrated dose. They are operated63

in multi-peak mode with a 32 MHz clock, not synchronous with64

the bunch crossing frequency, which is about eight times higher.65

The signal waveform is reconstructed by six subsequent analog66

samplings. A mixed three/six acquisition mode has also been67

devised to reduce dead time, data size and occupancy at higher68

luminosity. While for the shorter layer 3 ladders the chips are69

outside the active area, for the long ladders in layers 4, 5, and70

6 , the chip-on-sensor concept has been developed, to minimize71

the signal propagation length and to reduce the capacitance and72

noise. With this design, for the middle sensors of the ladders,73

the chips are placed only on one side of the detector, where a74

wrapped flex allows read out of the sensor side opposite to the75

chip position. The chips are thinned to 100 µm to minimize76

the material budget and stainless steel pipes for bi-phase CO277

cooling at −20◦ are located on one side only.78

The SVD fulfills three main roles: it extrapolates the tracks79

to the PXD; it defines the region of interest for data reduction;80

finally, it provides standalone tracking and particle identifica-81

tion via the measurement of ionisation energy loss.82

2. Operational experience and performance83

The SVD has been operating smoothly with no major is-84

sues since its installation in 2019. So far, the total fraction of85

masked strips is less than 1% and only one APV25 chip out86

of 1748 was temporarily disabled during spring 2019, which87

was fully recovered after cable reconnection. Moreover tem-88

perature and calibration constants are stable, the last ones also89

evolving within the expected ranges, due to radiation damage.90

The SVD hit efficiency is measured to be above 99% for all91
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sensors. The signal charge normalised to the traversed sensor92

thickness, shown in Figure 2, is found to be in good agreement93

with expectations and similar in all sensors. On the u/P side94

the charge matches the predicted value for a minimal ionising95

particle when accounting for the uncertainty in the APV25 gain96

calibration (∼15%). On the v/N side, due to the larger pitch97

combined with the presence of the floating strip, approximately98

10% - 30% signal loss is observed. Overall, an excellent signal-99

to-noise ratio (SNR) is measured in all 172 sensors with a most100

probable value ranging between 13 and 30. This variability in101

the SNR is due both to the different noise figures on the two102

sides of the sensors, u/P side has a larger noise due to the longer103

strip length and the larger inter-strip capacitance, and also to104

significant difference in the signal, that highly depends on the105

track incident angle and therefore on the sensor position. As106

an example, the SNR distributions for the backward sensors of107

layer 3, averaged over the azimuthal angle ϕ, are shown in Fig-108

ure 2.

  

  

Figure 2: The cluster charge normalised with the track path length and scaled
to the sensor thickness (top) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the backward
sensors of layer 3, averaged on all ladders (bottom) are shown for the u/P and
v/N side in red and blue respectively. In the top plot, the dashed grey line in
correspondence to 24 ke− represents the expected most probable value (MPV)
for a minimal ionising particle (MIP). Data distributions are from a typical run
with colliding beam in 2019 for a total luminosity of 14 pb−1.

109

An excellent resolution on the cluster position is crucial to110

accurately reconstruct tracks and vertices. The SVD resolution111

is estimated from the residual of the cluster position with re-112

spect to the unbiased track extrapolation after subtracting the113

effect of the error on the track intercept. The measurement is114

performed on e+e−→ µ+µ− events and results are in fair agree-115

ment with expectations from the pitch, giving 9 (11) µm for116

layer 3 (4, 5 and 6) u/P side and 20 (25) µm for layer 3 (4, 5 and117

6) v/N side. The measured resolutions, as well as their values118

normalized to the pitch, are displayed as a function of the track119

incidence angle in Figure 3.120

Optimal hit-time resolution of less than 2.9 (2.4) ns for u/P121

(v/N) side is achieved on the SVD time, which is calibrated with122

respect to the event time provided by the Belle II Central Drift123

Chamber (CDC). The excellent time resolution can be exploited124

to reject off-time background hits and preliminary studies on125

data show a rejection power larger than 50% on the background126

hits, while preserving more than 99% signal hits. Currently, no127

selection based on the hit-time resolution is implemented in the128

reconstruction, but it will help against larger background levels129

expected at higher luminosities.
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Figure 3: Cluster position resolutions (top) and resolutions normalised to the
pitch (bottom) as a function of the incident angle of the track traversing the
sensor are shown. Results are obtained on 98 pb−1 collision data from 2020
run.

130

3. Beam-background, occupancy limit and radiation effects131

Beam-background increases the SVD hit occupancy degrad-132

ing the tracking performance and causes radiation damage. A133

higher occupancy corresponds to a larger number of clusters134

that can be wrongly associated to tracks or create fake tracks in135

the reconstruction. The current occupancy limit, set by perfor-136

mance studies, is around 3% in layer 3 and it could be approx-137

imately doubled by exploiting the information on the hit time138

to reject background hits. At the present luminosity the aver-139

age hit occupancy in layer 3 is below 0.5% and it reaches 3% at140

the design luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1 according to beam-141

background projections based on scaling the simulation with a142

data-simulation ratio. This extrapolation is affected by large un-143

certainties due to the assumption of optimal collimator settings144

and the missing contribution of the injection background not145

yet simulated. Moreover, the safety factor is relatively small146

and this motivates the proposal of a possible vertex upgrade to147
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improve the tolerance to the hit rate and the radiation hardness.148

The technology assessment is currently ongoing.149

The integrated dose on the SVD sensors is estimated from the150

correlation between the measured occupancy and the dose rate151

measured in the diamond sensors [4] and is based on several152

assumptions that result in an uncertainty of about 50%. The153

most exposed mid plane of layer 3 collected less than 10 krad154

dose during the 2021 run period and 80 krad in total during155

the first two and a half years of data taking. It corresponds156

to a 1-MeV neutron equivalent fluence of 1.9 × 1011 neq/cm2,157

assuming a ratio of 2.3 ×109 neq/cm2/krad between dose and158

neutron equivalent from simulation studies.159

The radiation damage has produced already observable ef-160

fects, but they do not degrade the SVD performance. The in-161

crease of leakage currents are proportional to the sensor-bulk162

damage due to non-ionising energy loss (NIEL). According to163

the NIEL model [6], the damage is proportional to the 1-MeV164

neutron equivalent fluence, which in turn is proportional to the165

integrated dose. The resulting linear correlation between leak-166

age current and integrated dose is observed for all sensors, with167

slopes between 2 to 5 µA/cm2/Mrad, of the same order of mag-168

nitude as the effect measured by the BaBar experiment of 1169

µA/cm2/Mrad at 20◦C [7]. Currently, the noise increase is170

dominated by strip capacitance and the leakage current contri-171

bution is highly suppressed by the short shaping time of the172

APV25 chips. Also after ten years at design luminosity, cor-173

responding to about 2 Mrad of dose with present background174

extrapolation, it is not expected to significantly contribute to175

the total strip noise. Leakage current contribution will become176

comparable with the present noise after about 10 Mrad of inte-177

grated dose. The radiation damage is also visible in a general178

increase of strip noise of 20% (30%) on n/V (u/P) side, due to179

a surface effect induced by radiation on the sensors. This non-180

linear increase is related to fixed oxide charges in the SiO2 layer181

increasing the inter-strip capacitance, which is expected to sat-182

urate, as it has already been observed in the v/N side. The satu-183

ration level has been reached also in the u/P side after 80 krad.184

No degradation of the SVD performance has been observed due185

to the noise increase.186

Finally, non-ionising energy loss causes sensor bulk damage187

that can result in a change of the effective doping and therefore188

of the depletion voltage. This can be monitored by measuring189

the v/N side noise as a function of the applied bias voltage, since190

N-type strips are completely insulated when the N-type bulk191

is fully depleted, causing also the strip noise to drop. Hence,192

the voltage for which the strip noise on the v/N-side reaches193

its minimum allows a measurement of the depletion voltage,194

which is shown to be constant and no changes are observed due195

to radiation, as expected for a low integrated 1-MeV neutron196

equivalent fluence accumulated so far.197

Conclusions and Outlooks198

The Belle II SVD has been taking data smoothly since March199

2019 and shows excellent stable performance in agreement with200

expectations. The first effects of radiation damage have been201

observed at the expected level and they are not degrading the202

performance. The system is also ready to cope with the higher203

beam-background expected during future runs at higher lumi-204

nosity.205
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